
Basteltechnik: Glasritzen - Teelichthalter
mit gravierten Engelsflügeln
Instructions No. 421
An old handicraft, which thanks to modern tools is now easy to learn even for the hobby artist - glass engraving turns simple
everyday objects into valuable unique pieces. A hobby with many facets that anyone can learn - crystal clear! It Tealight
holders is engraved with luxuriant wings, which are even more expressive due to the mirror mirror colour applied.

Instructions 

Fix the template for the wings with crepe-Adhesive tape behind the glass and carve the contours with the fine diamond pencil.
Then remove the template and attach black Coloured paper instead, so the fine lines are clearly visible. Now work out the
areas with the middle diamond pin. For this, place fine lines close together and hatch the areas. Then smooth the hatchings
with the grinding pencil so that an even shading is created. If necessary, tighten the edges again with the fine diamond pencil
to create sharp contours.

In between, wipe the glass surface repeatedly with a piece of soft cloth or a paper towel and clean from grinding dust.

Engrave the ornament in the same way. Start with the fine diamond pencil, deepen the lines with the middle diamond pencil
and finish with the grinding pencil.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

754460-01 VBS Type Metal, 30 mlLemon Gold 1

706667-90 Coloured paperBlack 1

120708 Painting sponge "Stippling Brush", set of 3 1

70522 Crepe-Adhesive tape, 50 m 1

130011 Tweezers 1

644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1

970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
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